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About This Game

Pixel Puzzle is a challenging and exciting picross game that uses numbers and logic to solve grid puzzles and unlock fully
colored pictures. Also known as nonogram, griddler, hanjie, paint by numbers or logic square, this logic game is quick to learn
but can take a lifetime to master. Whether you're a beginner or expert you will love playing the varying levels of Pixel Puzzle.

If you've struggled to find a true, quality picross game, your search is over. Download Pixel Puzzle now to start solving puzzles
and earning stars!

Pixel Puzzle Features:

182 fun and challenging puzzles included with purchase

Two modes of play - Normal and Hard. Play all levels in each mode...double the fun!
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Normal Mode allows you to play with no mistake penalties, earn stars based on time

Hard Mode requires extra brain power, make a mistake and lose a star!

All original logic based puzzles with NO guessing required

Save feature allows you to finish puzzles later

Detailed How to Play tutorial for beginners

Puzzles ranging from easy to very hard in various sizes (5x5, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20, 25x25)

Fun puzzle categories for each World

Finish each level with 3 stars to beat the World and win a world crown!

Hours of puzzle solving fun!
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pixel puzzle picross

Personally I think this game is fun.. The graphics look nice and gameplay is good.. However, this game keep crashing and
there's no way I can continue, so kind of disappointed.. A very cool Zombie Apocalypse simulator, which can be played as a
adventure game (no combat) or as a sim.
An interesting take on combat and cool characters and interaction options (including romance).
Beware, can become addictive... Oh, and the setting is on the UK, for the sake of variation. :)
Highly recommended.. Fantastic atmosphere, graphics, audio and visual effects, gameplay and map design. I really enjoy the
overral design and high levels of polish on this game, however there are a few issues that may need to be addressed.

Onto the♥♥♥♥♥♥
Bosses will sometimes spawn underneath or several pixels away from you, and you're pretty much ♥♥♥♥ed if that happens.

The wall jump has been much more of a hindrance then a help, where i find myself bounding in the direction i was trying to
flee.

The camera sucks, and youre far more likely to be killed by something that had barely entered your screen while your character
was barely on your screen then anything else in the game. This can be mitigated by playing slow as ♥♥♥♥ and inching your
way around, but that really takes away alot of the fun and intensity of the game. Theres really no reason the camera should be as
much of a problem as it is.

I've had several crashes midway through a bossfight, when it starts transforming. Will probably be fixed over time, but very
frustrating.

With that being said this game is real god damn fun, and dripping in style.. This hidden object game is one that follows a story,
but does not have many traditional adventure elements (some HOGs are more hybrids or adventure-lites, this isn't one like that
outside of following a story). There were not many mini-games. The scenes are interesting along with the story. Decent music.
Funky scene transitions remind me of a 70's low budget horror movie.

This is listed as "part 1" and so the story does not resolve at the end. It is also a tad shorter than some other HOGs and does not
include a bonus chapter or an Unlimited Mode.

Each hidden object scene contains ten secret items (hover your cursor over the start to see what they are). You do not revisit
scenes generally so if you want to find the secret items, you should find them right away.

Overall I liked the game but did find it difficult finding some items--they can be small, and some objects you are supposed to
open or move to expose other items do not give a visual clue such as a cursor change.. Great blast from the past game!
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Diabloesqe loot driven shootem up with nice graphics and fun skills. Levels can become slightly repetetive, but it still has plenty
of hooks to keep you going.. I've played Magic on and off my whole life and spent at least 1000 hours playing Hearthstone. I
had MTGO since the very beginning, and Hearthstone since open beta. Eternal is the best online card game I've ever played. It
combines the best aspects of Magic's strategic depth and Hearthstone's fast-paced accessibility while avoiding their flaws.

PS:Though the mulligan will always drive you crazy,but I love this game indeed.

F2P

Magic will always be expensive because it's a tradable CCG with a reserve list of cards that can't be reprinted and expensive
booster packs. Most cards lose tons of value when they rotate out of standard. MTGO is less expensive and more liquid than
physical cards, but still expensive. Recently, Wizards have added features similar to other digital CCGs like treasure chests.

Hearthstone is "F2P" in name only. New players need to spend lots of money or time to earn a viable deck. Otherwise, enjoy
scraping out wins with a crappy pile at rank 17. Rewards for winning games are meager. You can get big payoffs in Arena
(where you don't get to keep the cards you draft)...if you're already an experienced player and\/or lucky. Arena costs 1.5 packs
to play with cards you don't own and win at least 1 pack of value. You don't keep the cards. New Arena players get trashed.

Eternal is truly F2P. The spoils of victory are frequent and generous. Each win either gives a treasure chest with gold and a card,
or more gold and a better card, or even more gold holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and a booster pack. Each
treasure chest has a chance of becoming a better treasure chest full of even better rewards. Single-player Gauntlet mode lets you
face the AI for free to win big rewards. Forge and Draft are more expensive than HS Arena (2.5 and 5x pack price vs. 1.5x pack
price), but you get to keep all the cards you draft in Forge and Draft modes while still winning big payoffs for playing well.

Magic is pay to play, try to recoup your losses later. Hearthstone is an evil slot machine that reluctantly hands out the goods.
Eternal is a slot machine that always gives you something, but sometimes gives you something better, and occasionally gives you
an all-expenses-paid trip to Hawaii.

Winner: Eternal

Gameplay and RNG

Magic is the deepest, most complicated, most strategically interesting CCG ever. Almost every type of card, zone and resource
can be interacted with, during both players' turns. The mana system rewards intelligent deck building and decision making skills.
However, the mana system has also been a constant thorn in its side. Mana screw and flood as well as color screw are a
necessary evil of the game's design, and consistently ruin the experience and decide high-level matches. The mulligan system
punishes you further for the crime of being unlucky. Magic Online makes no use of any digital-only design space (except
Momir Basic) and the relief from shuffling physical cards. The metagame gets patched several times a year whenever the
physical Banned and Restricted list is updated.

Hearthstone sidesteps resource problems with its mana system, but has different issues instead. It's a simplistic "My turn, your
turn" game with a hard limit to how interesting and interactive it can be. The mana system means that instead of getting mana-
screwed, you get tempo-screwed if you don't draw a 2 on turn 2, a 3 on turn 3, and so on. It's called Curvestone for a reason.
Being able to attack anything directly means that losing the board first usually means losing the game. The mulligan system is
good. Hearthstone explores digital design space, but leans overwhelmingly on random effects. The RNG is so hilariously
pervasive that even top-level players meme about it on a constant basis. Omnipresent powerful random effects make situations
that are impossible to play around. It's one thing to get outplayed, but it feels awful to get outlucked. HS is the game of getting
outlucked. Also, the meta is prone to getting extremely stale as Team 5 moves very slowly to nerf problem cards and very rarely
buffs weaker ones.

Eternal simplifies the essence of Magic's strategic, interactive gameplay. You can still interact on your opponents' turns and
there's plenty of powerful spot and mass removal (at common and uncommon, even!) to deal with tall and wide boards. The
mana and combat systems are similar to Magic's. Eternal mitigates bad opening hands by allowing you to redraw a 7 card hand
with between 2-5 mana cards, guaranteed. Flood and screw are still possible, but not nearly as frequently as in Magic. The
combat system is much more interesting less blatantly aggressive than Hearthstone's, with different advantages given for
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attackers and defenders. Eternal makes excellent use of digital design space. You can affect cards in any zone, some cards make
copies of themselves when drawn, and card attributes will persist across different zones, resulting in creative combos. As far as
the metagame, in the last few months Dire Wolf Digital has shown a willingness to alter cards and tune up the meta in a timely
manner when certain strategies are revealed to be too oppressive or lacking in counterplay.

Winner: Magic for overall depth, Eternal for elegance and creativity with digital space.

Polish and Features

Magic Online is the laughingstock of the digital games world. However, it has many more features than HS, with a huge variety
of formats available, a full-featured collection and deck manager, and the ability to trade tickets cards with bots other players.
Hearthstone is a beautiful experience with compelling graphics, music, animations and voice acting. However, it possesses a few
game modes (casual, ranked, arena, tavern brawl) with only two formats for now (wild and tavern brawl). It possesses extremely
few features despite its obscene profitability and years post-release. There is no tournament mode and the deck and collection
managers are very weak.

Eternal's art direction, sound design and graphical effects are better than Magic Online (like every other game) and worse than
Hearthstone's (like every other game), but far closer to Hearthstone than to Magic Online. It only has two single player and two
multiplayer modes. It has an intuitive, full-featured collection manager and deckbuilder with analytic tools to help guide
deckbuilding.

Winner: Hearthstone for polish, Eternal for features.

Verdict

On the whole, Eternal refines and simplifies Magic's gameplay and creatively explores new design space while avoiding the
egregious errors of Hearthstone. The gameplay finely balances a majority focus on skill with a pinch of luck. There is a wealth
of interactions and strategies to explore. The online experience is elegant, enjoyable and full-featured. The game is generous
with its rewards. You should stop reading this and install it right now. Why are you still reading this? Go away. Go play Eternal..
jb辣鸡的傻逼游戏. it would be worth it if it was .99 but $5 isn't worth it. Weird controls, and just not a fun game.. To be honest, for
an over the top view rpg, im a little impressed by the playability, as well a the story. In ways, it reminds me of Gaia from super
nintendo with the graphics, mixed a little with final fantasy. There are a few bugs, specifically the one where the enemies are
forever spawning, with no slow to the rate at which they do, as well as spawning right on top of you. It is still very early, so i
expect a couple bugs. I would to see where you take this game, and how you continue the story. Good luck!. A-ma-zaaaaing!

Pro's:
- Free!
- Somewhat intense gameplay, time limit.
- An ending (some people think it's boring that the game plays out so quick, but I find it kind of entertaining actually! And to
feel the satisfaction that you've completed the entire game within just hours of play.)

Con's:
- It's not too obvious what you're supposed to do. I wandered around for a good 5 minutes in the game before I really realized
what the objective was. Maybe adding some sort of subtitle explaining how to get started would be a big benefit for the game
and it's players.
- The controls are a bit fuzzy.

Some people say the game is too easy and too quick-to-finish, but there is DLC's avaliable for those who want more after
they've finished the core game itself!
And I would easily buy this game for 5-10 dollars instead of just getting it for free.. It's a little boring. Just endless track.

VR coaster games in general would be better if the tracks were more realistic. I understand that creating something 'impossible'
in a game is fun, but it distances the user from the experience when it's too unbelieveable.. This is a fantastic art studio,
animation creator and more! The interface takes a bit of getting used to as does remembering where everything is located. There
are extensive short cut keys but again they need to be learned. I am used to programs like Paintshop Pro 13 and the menu
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systems employed by them. PD Howler does have menus and a RIGHT CLICK system for accessing the properties of the menu
item if available.

The results that you can get even in a few minuets are astounding even for a poor computer artist like myself. There are so many
options, tools and effects at your disposal that you don't know when to stop editing your work and just finish it! Add to this the
fact that you can even create your own brushes and effects and you really do have a powerful art media toolbox!

Overall for around \u00a350 you can't go wrong with this product.....

If I had one critism its that this program is really only going to be be any good for the more experienced art program user.
Novice users may find the interface and menu system a little overwhelming... Fairly frustrating game with wonky passing
mechanics(No appaarent attempt to catch passes when wide open is very annoying to me), clunky maneuvering while and
controls, also no ability to try out plays and see how one is supposed work a given and no concept of a season mode at all. Might
be worth it for $5 , but I bought this game for over $20 and it is not quite worth that amount of money.
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